Dear educators,

PBS Wisconsin Education and PBS LearningMedia have loads of ready-to-use resources that can be used anytime and are perfect picks for summertime themes.

Get started with an episode of *The Look Back* that examines history through bicycle designs. Then, investigate climate change impacts on fly fishing through a story in the *Climate Wisconsin* collection. Finally, join Molly of Denali for an adventure that stinks!

Happy exploring!

Your partner in education,
Tawny Morrison
*Education Communications Specialist*
Cycle through history

Bicycles have changed a lot over the years. In this episode of The Look Back, Nick takes Sergio and Kacie on a ride through time as they examine bikes from over 100 years ago to modern Trek bikes. They discover interesting features that offer glimpses into everyday life. (Grades 4-6)

Warming temperatures put fish at risk

For many, summertime = fishing time! But as climate change impacts temperatures in Wisconsin waters, fish like trout struggle to thrive. Hear from an expert fly-fisher in this video from the Climate Wisconsin collection. (Grades 6-12)

A splash of mink

We've all been there. Searching the internet for a solution to an unexpected problem. In this episode of Molly of Denali, Molly and Trini get sprayed by a mink. In their search for a way to get rid of the smell, they learn not all informational texts are reliable. (Grades K-2)

Behind the scenes at PBS Wisconsin Education
Teacher Educator Network for Environmental Education Summit

Engagement specialists Mia and Jami had the opportunity to share resources with educators at the Teacher Educator Network for Environmental Education Summit. Find out where PBS Wisconsin Education will be next on our events page!

PBS Wisconsin Education activates technology to serve learners and educators, because learning happens everywhere - the world is our classroom. We amplify your expertise - along with best practices in education - to nurture learning in Wisconsin’s classrooms, virtual environments and neighborhoods.

Visit Our Events Page